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About This Game

Shadows over Riva (1997) is the third part of the glorious Realms of Arkania Trilogy...

Something sinister lurks in the seaside town of Riva. An evil force has subverted the city's leaders, and evil things lurk in the
town's sewers. Explore the huge city, dungeons and even underwater regions in stunningly detailed 3D. Adjustable difficulty

levels make the game as simple or as detailed as you like.

PC Gamer Editor's Choice (1997)

Fantastic story and excellent gameplay (Online Gaming Review, 1997)

The Realms of Arkania Trilogy

The Realms of Arkania games (Blade of Destiny, Star Trail and Shadows of Riva) deliver a prime example of the classical
European fantasy universe. Based on Germany's most popular pen & paper role playing game, it was also the first German

computer RPG series to get widely recognized outside of its home country. To this day it holds a stable hardcore fanbase that
loves the games for their comprehensive adaption of the pen & paper ruleset and the believable medieval fantasy setting.
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Chicken Little is a 2005 American 3D computer-animated science fiction comedy film, produced by Walt Disney Feature
Animation and loosely based on the original fable of the same name. The 46th Disney animated feature film, it was directed by
Mark Dindal from a screenplay by Steve Bencich, Ron J. Friedman, and Ron Anderson, based on a story by Mark Kennedy and
Dindal. The film is dedicated to Disney artist and writer Joe Grant, who died before the film's release.

Chicken Little was animated in-house at Walt Disney Feature Animation's main headquarters in Burbank, California and
released by Walt Disney Pictures on November 4, 2005, in Disney Digital 3-D (the first film to be released in this format) along
with the standard 2-D version. It is Disney's first fully computer animated feature film, as Pixar's films were distributed, but not
produced by Disney, and Dinosaur (2000) was a combination of live-action and computer animation.

Chicken Little was Disney's second adaptation of the fable after a propaganda cartoon made during World War II.[5] The film
is also the last Disney animated film made before Pixar executive John Lasseter was named chief creative officer of Disney
Animation and the last Disney film produced by Walt Disney Feature Animation before the studio was renamed Walt Disney
Animation Studios.[6] Chicken Little grossed $314 million worldwide.. If you enjoy video games and want to learn more about
the history, then this documentary is well done and worth every penny & second of watching. I will certainly be watching it
again.

Words of warning though... it is all based on the pre-crash era of gaming. No Nintendo, no Sony, etc. It's mostly focused on the
rise and fall of Atari - from Pong to ET. And, it may be a bit 'dry', if you're not a devoted fan of the old school game years. It's
more of a history lesson that game documentaries such Indie Game, or King of Kong.

I personally really enjoyed it and am hoping the series continues.. One of the must have First Person Horror games games on
steam for VR units.
Graphics are clean, Game play is simple yet always leaving you on ya seat.

Sound/FX is top notch.
Controls with Keyboard 10/10 Controls with xbox 10/10 (controls with room scale and touch controls 10/10)

Way back in the OR DevKit 2 and the very first Prototype of this game was and still is my go to Demostrate for showing of VR
to new customers that are thinking of getting into VR gaming.

My only negitive aspect of this game is non-vr support.

The Devs could easily turn this title into a NON-VR-Game by removing the resticting of detecting VR headsets at the start of
the game.. (the game is easily playable with out a headset and if you have a head set, jsut place it on a flat surface and play with
out waring it is stupid easy ....). This game does NOT deserve all the negative reviews it has been accumulating.

It's unique, interesting, and a fresh spin on an already successfull idea. The game is improving, and I have no doubt they will
turn it into something awesome. Keep it up, Pinoki!. Great puzzle game
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Finally a early access game that understands what early access means.

Tons of fun, super easy to pick up and play but increasingly difficult the longer you manage to survive.

A few bugs here and there but nothing game breaking or overly frustrating.

The only CON i have so far is the hosting of multiplayer games. If the party leader rage quits, everyone gets kicked from the
game sending everyone back to the lobby to find another match to hopefully stick it out with some randoms again. Imagine
having a great round 60+mins everything going smoothly and bam game over cause the leader died and cant wait a couple of
minutes for the rest of the team to finish the stage.

I HOPE this gets fixed soon.. Exactly as advertised but doesn't offer much content on top of the scummy practice that is to have
multiple Season Passes for DLC.

Sure, it adds all these new playable characters but most prefer playing their custom characters over the preset characters and you
still have to farm\/grind the new PQs to get the new costumes, moves, super souls, and accessories.. Way too crazy.. if you like
hockey that is heavy in stats then this game is for you. I find it very fun. A great casual RTS! Really fun in short bursts!
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